
1. What is InPress OnFile?
InPress OnFile is the latest back-up and archiving solution for North Plains’ Xinet 17.6. OnFile interfaces with 
Xinet 17.6 and Archiware P5 to provide inline archive, back-up and storage for Xinet, providing an alternative to 
FlashNet, which is being discontinued and unsupported after June 30, 2014.

2. How does InPress OnFile work with Archiware P5?
It connects Xinet to Archiware P5. It controls request queues, initiating archives and restores and stores 
archive information.

3. Will InPress OnFile read FlashNet archives and how are they handled with the new archive option? Is 
flashnet planning on doing an API to make the transition easier?
FlashNet is not planning on doing an API.  In order to move all archives to OnFile, all archives need to be 
restored from FlashNet, then re-archived using OnFile. You can however, run both FlashNet and OnFile 
together, OnFile will just not be aware of the FlashNet archives. 

4. Is it practical to continue using Flashnet past the support expiration?
It is not recommended. New versions could be released that will not be supported.

5. Do OnFile and Archiware maintain separate archive databases?
Yes

6. Is FlashNet as a product being discontinued?
FlashNet is not being discontinued, but FlashNet support of Xinet will be discontinued and unsupported past 
June 30, 2014.

7. Will OnFile work from InPress’ Inpressive interface or Xinet Portal only? What about WebNative?
It depends on Portal backend API’s.  If Portal is enabled, you can drive from front end (need Portal license).

8. What modules might we need that are not available right now?
Portal and Venture are needed and they are available now. No modules that do not currently exist are required 
for OnFile to work.

9. What kind of reporting tools are offered with OnFile to know if archives and restores are successful?
Email notifications are sent to the Admin, or there is full featured reporting within OnFile.

10. Can you set email address to deliver the logs to so that you get automatic notifications?
Full logs cannot be sent in OnFile. That ability is in Archiware P5 (PresStore) .  OnFile allows each request to 
be sent.
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11. How do the P5 administrator and the OnFile admin work together? Will the Archiware admin replace the 
plugins section of WebNative when providing access to particular users and groups?
Anything OnFile does, can be found in P5

12. To prepare tapes for use, do use the OnPress interface or the Archiware P5 interface?
The Archiware P5 interface

13.Will OnFile and Achiware run on Solaris?
Yes

14. Will OnFile support archiving to cloud storage AWS S3 and/or Glacier?
No. This is planned for the next release.

15. Is it possible for OnFile to ‘automatically’ archive based on the age of assets using triggers and actions? 
Can we use a trigger/action in data fields for archiving?
There are capabilities to do this now.  They will be in the admin tool on the next version.

16. Will IOI be handling support for PressStore or do we have to go to Archiware for support
Yes, IOI supports P5 and OnFile. IOI is a proud reseller of Archiware P5 and InPress OnFile and we offer 
comprehensive support and maintenance on all products we sell.

17. Currently our archive to tape is a custom script that sends to tape after 60 days, can we edit this script to 
work with this new tool? We also have a restore script that restores specifically to a certain volume.
If dumping to a hot folder, yes.  Restore can be hard coded.

18. How are restore request notifications and approvals handled? Can approvers approve via email/link 
response?
You can look at monitor or emails going out.

19. If a user attempts to restore an off-line file, does the IT Admin get notified via e-mail?
Yes

20. In the past when the database wasn’t properly synced, we were able to rely on the local app to locate 
missing data. What is the backdoor plan with this product?
PressStore restore

21. How often do you plan to do releases and how will bugs be reported?
Maintenance releases will be 2 per quarter. Larger releases will be every 6 months.  Bugs can be reported to 
IOI via ticket or emailed directly to Inpress.

22. Does OnFile only work with Archiware P5 or is it supported by other Backup software? 
OnFile currently works only with P5, Amazon Glacier will be next release.
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23. Will the new system support stand alone AIT and DLT drives for my offline archives?
PressStore does support that.  

24. Can the product backup to multiple tapes simultaneously? I.E. Onsite/Offsite
Yes, with archiware (tape cloning).

25. Is there a schedule like what exists in FlashNet now?
Yes

26. Do Hotfolders have to be added to OnFile manually or can you scan like Flashweb could automatically (with 
the click of a button)?
No need to scan, just name and give base path.

27. With Flashnet not being supported after June, does IO suggest migrating flashnet archives into OnFile as a 
best practice?
Yes

28. Will there be a migration plan to go from existing Flashnet archives to P5?
Flashnet archives are incompatible with any other software, so no other back-up software can read them.
The only way to resolve this issue is to restore the assets from FlashNet and re-archive them with P5. It is 
possible to set up a restore station and restore assets as needed from FlashNet on an as needed basis, but that 
requires someone to really know the Flashnet X11 interface. Most people are not very familiar with that interface 
and instead have relied mainly on FlashWeb’s simple interface. So, on a case-by-case basis, we will work with 
each organization to determine the best fit archive migration plan.


